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Abstract 
An elmnent-anangement pa.ttr,rn is composled of two types of elements that differ 
in the ways in which they are ananged in different regions of the pattern. We report 
experinHmts on the perceived segrega.tion of chromatic element-arntngement patterns 
eomposed of equal-size red <tnd blue squares as the lnmin<tnces of tlw snnound, the 
interspaces, and the background (surround plus interspaces) are varied. Perceived seg-
regation was ma.rlwdly reduced by increasing the luminance of the interspaces. Unlike 
;\,chronmtic element- anangement patterns composed of sqna.res differing in lightness 
(Beck, Graham, & Sn tter, 1991 ), perceived segregation did not deerease when the 
lnminancr' of the interspaces was below that of the sqmnes. Perceived segregation 
w<es approximately eonsl;ant for const;ant ratios of intr,rspa.eelumina.ne8 to squ;\,J'e lu-
mina.nc(~ and increased with the contrast ratio of the squares. Pereniv<~d segregation 
ha.sed on Pdge alignment was not intr~rfered with by high intensity interspa.ees. Stereo-
scopic cuns that caused tlw squa.n~s composing tlle dement arrangement pattern to 
lw Sfl(>n in front of the interspaees did not greatly itJl]ll'OV<) pereeived segregation. One 
expla.na.tion of the results is in tenns of inhibitory interactions among achrom<ttic and 
chron1a.tie cortical cells tuned to spa.tial-fn,quency a.nd orientation. Alternately, the 
results n~<ty lw expla.innd in terms of how the luminanec of the interspaces affects the 
grouping of the squares for encoding surface representations. Neither explanation 
;v·.counts fully for tlw ll<!t<\, <tnd both mechanisms ma.y be involved. 
/(cy word.o: 'fexturc segregation, Spa.ti<!l-frequcncy ch<1nnels, filtering, grouping, c:hrom<ltic: 
cortic<1l mcch<1nisms 
Rnnning head: Texture segreg<1tion in chromatic p<ltterns 
1To whorn all correspondence should be addressed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A wide~pread view i~ tha,t rnuch of texture segregation C<Ul be accounted for by differ-
ences in the spatial-frequency content of texture regions, <wd several research groups have 
proposed theoretical models describing possible mech;wisms to account for experimental 
re~ults (Daugman, 1987, 1988; Sutter, Beck,&: Graham, 1989; Fogel&: Sagi, 1989; Ma-
lik&: Perona, 1990; Nothdurft, 1990; Bergen and Landy, HJ91; Graham, Beck&: Sutter, 
1 992). This hypothesis is often cast in terms of oriented spatial-frequency selective opera-
tors thought to resemble mechanisms existing at rela.tively low levels in the visual system 
(e.g., simple cells). A satisfactory account of texture segregation in terms of spatial fre-
quency content requires at minimum two nonlinea.rities. One is a rectification nonlinearity 
which has been proposed by a. number of investigators (e.g., Prazdny, 198:3; Grossberg&: 
Mingolla, 1985; Shapley&: Gordon, 1985; Sutter, Beck&: Graharn, 1989; Graham, Beck&: 
Sutter, 1992). The second is a norrnalization nonlinearity which keeps the total response 
from a sr~t of neurons frorn exceeding a specified value (e.g., Grossberg&: Mingolla., 1985; 
Grossberg, .1987; Lubin, 1989; Lubin&: Na.clnnias, 1990; Graham, Beck,&: Sutter, 1992; 
Graham, 1994). 
Despite the success of the spatial-frequency hypothesis, sornetirnes with good quanti-
tative fits to data., other processes have been shown to be involved in texture segregation. 
Evidence comes from examples showing the independence of texture segregation from the 
spatial frequency content of a. pattern . .Julesz ;wd !<rose (1988) have provide a. convincing 
illustration that t:patial filter:o (at least of the type considered by them) do not always 
detennine perceived segregation. Ely rernoving the frequency bands containing the largest 
energy differences between texture regions, they were able to produce a pattern that still 
strongly segregates. 'fhe results of Beck and Goodwin (1992) also suggest that texture 
segregation ma.y be ba.sed on pctttern feature~ as well a.s spatial-frequency content. They 
investigated perceived texture segregation in patterns in which the light and dark subareas 
cornposing a pattern elernent were interchanged. 'J'he outputs of Gabor and Difference-
of-Gaussian (DOG) filters failed to account for the perceived oegrcgation which instead 
depended on the shape of the elements. A pattern in which tlw elernent was a centered 
squa.re with 11. surrounding :oquare annulus segregated strongly. In contrast, a pattern in 
which the element. wa.s an !-shaped figure inscribed in a square segregated weakly. Fur-
thermore, Beck, Gralmn1, and Sutter (1991) showed that the segregation of a randomly 
interspersed populations of light and dark squares into subpopulation~> is not explainable 
by tbe differential stimulation of spatial--frequency analyzers. Since tbe two subpopulations 
were randornly distributed in a. pattem, filtering alone could only deterrninc tba.t two types 
of c.lement.s are present but not the perception of two subpopnla.tions. 
Texture segregation also depends on higher-order feature di!fer0mces resulting from the 
prea.ttentive grouping of edges. Beck (198:3) proposed that the segregation of upright and 
inverted U's in an element-arrangement pattern (described below) depends on the grouping 
of the bases of the U figures. Beck, H.ooenfeld, and lvry (1989) showed that the segregation 
of a. line-like pattern composed of discrete elements in a background of distractors can 
not be explained by differences in the outputs of Gabor filters. Line segregation, rather, is 
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based on element grouping that is aJfected by stirnulus features such as edge alignment, edge 
length and principal axis orientation. Field, Hayes, and Hess (199:l) have also shown that 
the perception of "curved paths" in their experirnents cannot be ascribed to filtering but 
instead suggest a grouping process responsible for "path determination." Their "association 
field" hypothesis bears close similarities to the coopera.tive bipole mechanism of Grossberg 
and Mingolla (1985a,b) and to the criteria for grouping edges according to "relatability" 
advanced by Kellman and Shipley ( 1991 ). A model that suggests how the visual system 
groups edges has been presented by Grossberg & Mingolla (1985a,b ), as part of a general 
model of how the visual :::ystern groups edges, textures, and shading. 
The experiments reported examine texture segregation in element-arrangement patterns 
con1posed of red and blue sqmnes on achrmnatic backgrounds. An element-arrangement 
pattern is composed of two types of elernents that differ in the ways in which they are 
arranged in different regions of the pattern. Figure 1 illustrates an element-arrangement 
pattern in which the clements are filled and unfilled squares arranged in a striped pattern 
in the top region a.ncl in a checkerboard pattern in the bottom region. We next present a 
brief review of related work in order to lay out the issues involved in our investigation. 
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Figure .I: An illustration of an element-arrangerncnl. pattern corn posed of filled and unfilled 
squares. 'I'be squares in the experiment:o were red and blue. Arrows indicate the surround 
(the space surrounding a pattern) and the interspace (the spaces between the squares) 
regions. 'I'Iw experiments varied the lurninances of the surround and interspace regions. 
Pnvious Hcsu.lts 
Beck, Sutter, and lvry (1987) showed that the perceived segregation of achromatic 
elerncnt-a.rrangernent patterns was qualitatively consistent with the hypothesis that dif-
ferences in the outputs of spatial-frequem:y channels and not higher-order processes of 
grouping underlie the perceived segregation. T'hey proposed that the differential responses 
:J 
of oriented simple cell-like rnechanisrns to the striped and checked regions of an element-
arrangement pattern is the basis for the perceived segregation (see Figure 2). Sutter, Beck, 
and Graham (1989) provided further support for this hypothesis by showing that the per-
ceived segregation was minirnal when the area x contrast of large and small squares were 
equal. The area x contrast of the large and small squares is the same when the greater 
area. of the large square is compensated for by the higher contrast of the small square. 
. . 
Squares that have the same area x contrast produce the same output at the fundamental 
frequency of the pattern, i.e., the frequency which when the excitatory region of a receptive 
field falls on one column of squares, the inhibitory region of the receptive field falls on the 
adjacent column of squares (see Figure 2). Although the contrast ratio- the ratio of the 
contrasts of the two square types with the background ·-·- a.t which the minimum perceived 
segregation occurred was correctly predicted by the outputs of simple cell-like mechanisms, 
the arnount of segregation at this minimum was incorrectly predicted. The amount of per-
ceived ~egregation depended also on the difference in the sizes of the squares. When the 
area x contrast of the large and ~mall squares were equated, perceived segregation was 
greater as the size difference between the large and small squares increased. One way of 
accounting for this discrepancy is by a more complicated spatial frequency model in which 
the initial linear filtering is followed by a rectification and a second filtering at a lower 
spatial frequency (Sutter, Beck, and Graham, 1989; Graham, Beck & Sutter, 1992). 
Figure 2: An illustration of how responses of cells with oriented receptive fields may account 
for elernent-arrangernent segregation. 'I'op: Excitatory and inhibitory lobes of an even 
symmetric: operator. BottonL Left: Large vertical receptive fields respond strongly to the 
vertical colurnn:; of ~quares in the striped region. Right: Large oblique receptive fields 
respond strongly to the diagonal columns of squares in the checkerboard region. 
A striking finding reported by Beck ct nl. (1991) was that in element-arrangement pat-
tern~ of light and dark squares a large lightness difFerence could fail to yield strong texture 
segregation while a srna.ll lightness difference could yield strong segregation ··--lightness is 
to a first approxirnation, a function of the ratio of the lurninanccs of the squares to the 
background. The critical variable was the luminance of the background. When the lumi-
nance of the background was Lw above or below the luminance of the squares, perceived 
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t exture segregation was reduced , i.e., high cont rar:>t interfered wi t h t ext ure segregation (see 
Figure 5 in Beck et al., 1991 ). Beck (1994) investigated how t he luminance of the interspace 
r egion (i.e., the spaces between squares) and of the surround (i.e., the space surrounding 
a pa t tern ) affected the perceived segregation of element-arrangement patterns composed 
of equal-luminance red and blue squares (see Figure 3). The luminances of the inter-
spaces between the squares strongly affected perceived segregation whe reas the luminance 
of the surround only secondarily affected perceived segregation . Perceived segregation for 
both a low intensity (black) and high intensity (white) surround decreased with increas-
ing luminance of the interspace area. Unlike achromatic element-arrangement patterns 
composed of squares differing in lightness (Beck et al. , 1991 ) , perce ived segregation did 
not decrease when the luminance of the interspaces was below that of the squares. The 
c riti cal va riable affecting perceived segregation was luminance and not contrast, because 
when the luminance of the background was above but not below, perceived segregation was 
impaired. Beck (1994) also varied t he luminance of t he vert ical and horizontal interspaces 
independently and showed that white horizontal interspaces had a s tronger in terference on 
p erceived segregation than vertical interspaces . 
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F igure :3: An example of chromatic element-arrangement pa tterns . Perceived segregation 
wi t h a black background is strong while perceived segregation with a white background is 
weak. Although the photographic process distor ts t he picture, t he b asic effect is clear. 
Experiments 
Six experiments investigated the perceived segregation of elem ent- a rrangement pat terns 
c omposed of red and blue squares. T he aims of the experiments w ere two-fold: First , 
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to examine further how the interspace luminance affects perceive segregation. Second, to 
control for possible confounding factors. Experiment 1 (a) showed that; the strong perceived 
segregation of red and blue squares with a black background in an element-arrangement 
pattern is not due to residual luminance differences and (b) that the interference of a high 
luminance background is not restricted to when the squares are isoluminant. Experiment 
2 investigated how perceived segregation irnproves with the number of squares composing 
a column -- the "are;t of summation". Experiment :3 showed that the interference of high 
intensity interspaces depends on the ratio of interspace luminance to square luminance 
and not on their absolute luminances. Experiment 4 showed that perceived segregation 
decreased with the JurninancE' of the interspaces and increased with the luminance contrast 
ratio of the squares. Experiment 5 showed that the results are the same with a forced-
choice para.digm. The detection of a "checkerboard" odd element was easy with a black 
background and difficult with a white background. The experiment also showed that a white 
backp;round does not interfere with detecting an odd element based on edge misalignment. 
Experirnent G investigated the effect of perceived depth on segregation for black and white 
bac:kgrounds a.nd showed tlu1t a white background interfered with perceived segregation 
when the squares cornpo:-:ing the pattern:-; were perceived in front of the background. The 
results are discussed in terms of how the Jurninance of the interspac:es aJfects the perceived 
segregation of achnnnalic and of r·cd and blue elcrnent-arrangernent patterns. 
GENERAL METHOD IN EXPERIMENTS 1-4 
Slimu.li and Appamtus 
The experirnents varied the luminances of the surround, the interspa.ces, a.nd the back-
ground. The :-:urround region border:-; the reel and blue square:-; (see Figure 1 ). The inter-
space region consists of the spa.c:es between the squares. When the inter:-:pac:e and surround 
luminance:-; were equal we refer to the lurninam:e of the overall region as the "background" 
lun1inancc. 
The :-:tirnuli were presented on the CHT screen of a Silicon Graphic:-; workstation. A 
pattern consisted of the sarne number of row:-; and columns of red and blue squares. In 
the top half (rows 1 through ~ in Fignrr' 1) the n-'cl and blue squares were arranged in 
a.Jternating vertical stripes. In the bottom half (rowo ()through 10 in Figure 1), the red 
<tnd blue squares were arranged in a checkerboard. 'I'he squares we>re I() pixels on a side> 
and the edge-to-edge distmH:e between the squares was 6 pixels. The viewing distance (102 
ern) was such that 1 pixel subtendecl I arcrnin. The interspace area and surround were 
<tchrornatic:. 'T'he lurninanccs of the squares are reported below for each of the experiments. 
Lurnina.nces were rnc,,a8urecl with a Minolta M··l 10 spot meter in Experiments 2, :3, and 4 
and with a Tektronix .JG52:l 1 deg. narrow angle light meter in Experirnent 1. The CIE 
coordinate:-; for the reel and blue hues were :r: = 0.625, y = 0.:340, and :r: = 0.150, y = 0.065, 
respectively. 
Segregation Ralings 
A subject rated perceived segregation by using a mou:-;e to move a. slider in a rectangle. 
As a. subject moved the slider from the left to the right edge of the rectangle, the numbers 
from 0 to 4 in 0.1 increments appeared below the slider. A subject's rating was recorded 
by a mouse click. The subjects were instructed to report their immediate impression of 
segregation and told that a rating of 0 meant tha.t there was no segregation between the two 
regions. A mting of 4 meant that the two regions were very distinct and segregation was 
"irnrnediate". The intermediate ratings indicated intermediate perceptions of segrega.tion 
from "barely perceptible" to "weak" to "modemte". 
A subject was presented with 6 blocks of trials, except in Experirnent 1 where 5 blocks of 
trials were presented. The first block of trials served as a practice block and was discarded. 
Individual subject means were based on four ratings of each stimulus in Experiment 1 and 
on 5 ratings of each stimulus in Experiments 2-4. The number of trials per block varied 
among experiments, but in every experiment a block of trials consisted of one presentation 
of each of the stimulus patterns in that experiment in random order. The data presented 
are the mean segregation ratings a.veraged across subjects. A subject initiated a trial by 
pressing the space bar. A trial consisted of a fixation "X" presented for 1 second in the 
center of a blank screen. The luminance of the screen was the lurnimwce of the interspace 
region in the upcorning trial. 'I'his was followed immediately by a stimulus display presented 
for I sec. The slider presented on a background with the sarne luminance as that of the 
interspace region on that trial imrnediately followed the offset of a stimulus display. 
S'nbjcc/;s 
All subjects were graduate students at Boston University and had norrnal or corrected· 
to-norrnal vision. Subjects were naive concerning the purposes of the experiments. 
EXPERIMENT 1: ISOLUMINANCE CONTROL 
Beck ( 1 994) showed tha.t perceived segrqsation of equal-luminance chromatic element· 
a.rrangemcnt patterns is a decreasing function of interspace lurninance; the higher the in ten· 
sity the weaker the segregation. ln his displays red and blue squares were set to 2.25 ft.·L. 
using a light meter. 'I'he a.irn of Experirnent 1 was to show that the sarne results would 
be obtained if <W observer's red and blue isolurninance values a.re experimentally deter· 
mined. In addition, by "bracketing" the isolnminance point with values higher and lower, 
. . 
the experinwnt demonstrated that the deleterious effect of a high luminance background 
. . 
on perceived texture segregittion does not require isolurninitnce. 
Mdhod 
The n1ethod of rninirnitlly distinct borders WitS used to determine the isolurnina.nce values 
of the red a.nd blue squitres (Boynton itnd Kaiser, 1968). The background was blue and set 
itt l.O ft.·L. Seven red cirdes were itrranged in it semi-circle (sec Fignre 4). The luminances 
of the reel circles increased by approximately 0.2 ft.-L. frorn the lowest luminance (circ:le 
0) to the highest luminance (circle 6). A centrally located "X" served as a fixittion point. 
While fixating the "X", subjects were a.sked to report the circle with the least distinct 
border (LDB). They were asked to choose the c:irde that seemed to disappear or fade into 
the background. The instructions emphasized that sometimes more than one circle might 
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appear to fade, and that in general no circle would completely fade. Subjects were asked 
to indicate the circle that faded the most. 
3 RED 
40 0 
D 
"0 
llLIJE 
Figure 4: Display for isolurninance task. The lxtckground was blue and set a.t 1.0 ft.- L. 
'fhe circ:les were red a.nd varied in lurninance. Subjects were told to fixate a.nd indicate the 
number of the circle with the minimally distinct border. 
After a. ;;ubjecl. Belected the LDB circle, the lurninance of the center circle (circle :3) was 
Bet to the luminance of the LDB circle. The lurninances of circles 0 to 2 were set lower 
than the luminance of circle :3 and the lurnina.nces of circles 4 to 6 were set higher than 
the lmnina.nce of circle :3. The luminance incrernents and decrernents were now ;;rnaller 
tha.n in the original set a.nd were approximately 0.1 ft.-L. A subject a.ga.in selected the LDB 
circle>. 'I'he lmnina.nce of thi;; circle was the subject';; isolumina.nce judgment. Subjects 
rnade three isolurninance judgment;; that were averaged to obtain the final isoluminanc:e 
value. 'l'o avoid response bia~es, the lowest luminance circle on each of the three trials wa.s 
initially set a.l. a. diJTerent value;;: O.G2, 0.78, and, 0.86 ft.-L. 
A pattem consisted of !G columns and !G row;; of square;;. The lmnina.nc:e of the blue 
;;quares was 1.0 !'1..--L. The reel ;;quarc·'.s were ;;et at 7 luminances: a subject';; iwluminance 
rnatch, and (i lurnina.nce;; that "bra.c:keteel" the isolurninance rna.tch. The 6 lurninances 
cornpri;;ed two decrements and 4 inc:rements of approximately 0.25 ft.-L. from iwlumi-
nanc:e. Each block of trials contained 14 pa.ttems: 7 lurnina.nces of the reel squares a.nd 2 
ba.ckgronnels · ·· bla.c:k (0.01 ft.-L) and white (19.8 ft.-L). Four ;;ubjects participated in the 
expcrirnenl.. 
Results and Discussion 
All ;;ubjec:t's data. showed a. similar pattern, a.nel Figure 5 shows the mean rated segre-
gation pooled acros;; subjects as a. function of the luminance of the reel squares (in terms 
of oJfset from ioolurninance) for the black a.nd white backgrounds. The main effect of the 
background luminance wa;; significant [F(1,:3)=ll7.0:3, p <0.01]. The effect of luminance 
of the reel sqmrres was not significant [F(6,!8)=2.18, p >0.05]. For a black background, 
the mean rated perceived segregation was uniformly high (:l.O or bigher) while for a white 
background tire mean rated perceived ;;egrega.tion wa.s uniformly low (typically less tha.n 
J .0). 'I'he results of Experiment 1 show tha.t hue differences in the absence of luminance 
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differences yielded strong perceived segregation. Luminance-driven oriented mechanisms of 
the type depicted in Figure 2 respond minimally, if at all, to displays where red and blue 
squares are at or near isoluminance. Experiment 1 also showed that the isoluminance of 
the red and blue squares is not critical for the interference of a high intensity background . 
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Figure 5: Mean segregation ratings in Experirnent 1. Ratings are plotted as a function of 
offset frorn isolurninance. 
EXPERIM:E;NT 2: PATTERN SIZE x BACKGROUND LUMINANCE 
Experirnent 2 investigated the effect of pattern size on perceived segregation for three 
background lurninances. 
Method 
'rhe patterns were cornpo:-:ecl of equa,l-lumina.nce red and blue squares set at 1.0 ft.-
L. There were 12 stirnuli: 1 pattern :>izes and :.l background luminances (the interspace 
lurninance was equal to surround luminance). The pattern sizes were 1 x 1, 6 x 6, 8 x 8, 
<Uld 20 x 20 columns and rows of squares (see Figure 6 for examples). The background 
lurnina.nces were 1.0, 2.0, and 1.0 ft.-L. Four :>ubjec:ts participated in the experiment. 
Results and Discu.ssion 
Figure 7 shows perceived segregation as a function of pattern size for the :1 background 
luminances. The rnain effect:; of pattern size [F(:3,9)=6.16, p <0.05] and background lumi-
nance [F(2,6)=21.67, p <0.01] were significant. As the pattern size increases from 1x1 to 
20x20 squares, perceived segregation becornes stronger. As reported by Beck (1994), back-
ground luminance had a strong effect, and perceived segregation decreased with increasing 
background lmninance. The interaction of size and background lurninance was also signifi-
cant [F(6,l8)=:3.17, p <0.05]. Perceived segregation increased least with pattern size when 
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Figure(): PaUern sizes used in Expcrirnent 2. Only sizes 4x4 (A), 6xll (B), and Xx8 (C) are 
shown. 'I'he bar in B indicate;; the boundary between the vertical and checkerboard regions. 
T'he boundary increases in length a;; pattern sizr~ increases. The outline in C indicates the 
optirnaJ filter size for an 8x8 pattern. 
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the background luminance was 4.0 ft.-L. and rnost when the background luminance was 
1.0 ft..-L. Preliminary studies not reported here have shown that for very low or very high 
background lurninances the effect of size "saturates" -- i.e., visible "Hoor" and "ceiling" 
effects occur. 
ExJwrinwnt 2 shows that increases in pattern size produce a clear improvement in seg-
regation. 'l'he results can be interpreted in terrns of the outputs of early visual mechanisms 
such as blob cells or in terms of the grouping of the squares cornposing a pattern (see 
Discussion). In both instances the strength of perceived segregation would be expected 
to increase with the number of squares in a pattern. We may describe the striped and 
checlwd regions as separated by a boundary and hypothesize that segregation is a function 
of the "strength" of the boundary (Figure 6B). Larger patterns will yield stronger contours 
because they stirnulate more blob cells or involve the grouping of more squares. 
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Figure 7: Mean segregation ratings in Experirnent 2. Ratings are plotted as a function of 
pattern size. 
'I'lre results of Experirnent 2 can be expre;,;;ed in terms of "sunnnation a.rea." For a 
background luminance of 1.0 ft.-L., perceived ;;egregation increases rapidly up to a pattern 
size of 8 x 8 squares. The surnrrration area would be around 1.4 clr~g ( r:onesponding to tire 
lengtlr of 4 squares and :l intcrspaces). For background luminance;; of 2.0 and 4.0 ft.-L., 
perceived segregation increases up to a pattern size of 20 x 20 squares and the summation 
area is on the order of :U) cleg. Oriented chromatic mechanisms have not been widely 
reported in the literature, and in the cases they have, they have not been studied in detail 
(e.g., Ts'o, 1989). However, simple and complex wavelength-selective cells in Vl would 
respond rnore strongly to larger pattern sizes as is illustrated in Figure 6C. One reason for 
expecting larger responses is that rnore of a cell's summation area would be filled. Perceived 
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Table 1: Stimuli for Experiment :.l. The interspace luminance divided by the square lumi-
nance ("liS") is shown for each ratio studied. Three luminance conditions were used for 
each ratio (corresponding to the three columns). All luminance values are in ft.-L. 
:;egregation increased up to a pattern size of 20 x 20 squares with a "summation area" 
on the order of :3.6 deg;, which typically exceeds the reported size of foveal and near foveal 
receptive fields (Hubel and Wiesel, 1968; Daw, Snyder, Vautin, and Bauer, 1981). 
EXPERIMENT 3: LUMINANCE RATIO OF INTERSPACES TO SQUARES 
An effect originally reported by Beck (1994) and confirrned in Experiments 1 and 2 
is that a high lurninance background interferes with perceived segregation. Experiment :3 
varied the lurninances of the squares and of the interspace area to investigate how perceived 
:;egregation is a function of the rat,io of the interspace luminance to square lurninance. 
Method 
A pattern consisted of 1 G rows and colurnnH of squares. T'hey were cmnposed of red and 
blue squares set at 1.0 ft.-L. 'I'here were :lO experirncntal stimuli: 2 surrounds (0.01 ft.-L. 
(black), and 19.8 ft.-L. (white)), :3 interspace lurninances (0.75, 1.25, and 1.75 ft.-L.), and 5 
interspace to square lurninance ratios (liS) (0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and 8.0). The luminances of 
the squa.res, the interspace, and the intm·sp;u:e to :;quare luminance ratios (liS) are :;hown 
in Table l. Seven su bjec:ts participated in the experiment. 
Rcsnl/;s and Discnssion 
Figure 8 shows the mean ratings of perceived segregation with a black surround as a 
. . 
function of the lurninance of the squares for the different interspace to square luminance 
ratios. Figure 9 plots the mean ratings of perceived :;egrcgation with a white surround. The 
. . . 
rnain effect of the l/S luminance ratio was significant [F(4,24)=47.6!l, p <0.01]. For both 
black and white surrounds, perceived segregation decreased as the lurninanc:e ratio of the 
inters paces to the squares increased. Although the IIS lurninance ratio x square luminance 
interaction was significant [F(8,48)=6.67, p <0.01], Figures 8 and 9 show that perceived 
segregation is largely determined by the ratio of the interspace luminance to the square 
luminance. For both black and white surrounds, perceived segrcg<ttion was approximately 
constant for constant liS luminance ratios. 'I'he interaction of the liS luminance ratio x 
square luminance with both black and white :mrrounds reflects the increase in perceived 
segregation with l/S lun.1inance ratios of 0.5 and 1.0 with increasing square luminance. The 
12 
importance of the 1/S lurninance ratio suggests the operation of early visual mechanisms 
of light adaptation and intracortic:al inhibition in determining perceived segregation. 
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Figure 9: Mean segregation ratings plotted as a function of square luminance for Exper-
iment :.l. Different curves represent different interspace to square lurninance ratios. The 
surround was white. 
The main effect of surround luminance was significant [F'(l,6)=6.15, p <0.05]. As also 
found by Beck (1994), a comparison of Figures 8 and9 shows that perceived segregation was 
J:l 
decreased by a white surround but that the pattern of perceived segregation was similar 
for black and white surrounds as a function of the I/S luminaner' ratio and the square 
luminance. The interaction of surround luminance x I/S luminance ratio was also significant 
[F(4,24)=G.G2, p <0.01]. This interaction reflects the fact that pereeived segregation is 
cornparable for the black and white surrounds for I/S luminance ratios of 2.0, 4.0 and 8.0 
(bottom three curves in Figures 8 and 9) while for I/S luminance ratios of 0.5 and 1.0 (top 
two curves in Figures 8 and 9), a white surround weakened perceived segregation more 
than a black surround. 
EXPERIMENT 4: CONTRAST RATIO OF RED TO BLUE SQUARES 
Beck, Sutter <Uld lvry, (1991) found that there was no simple function relating the 
perceived s<egregation of the striped and checkerboard regions in <U1 element-arrangement 
pattern composed of light and dark squares and the size of their lightnes:; difference. Equal 
lightness differences lead to diJTerent perceived segregations depending on the rehttionship 
of the background luminance to the luminance of the lighter (higher luminance) square. 
Perceived segregation was more nearly a rnonotonic single-valued function of the ralio of 
the contrasts of the light and clark squares except when the background luminance was far 
frorn a square's luminance. The greater dependence of perceived segregation of achromatic 
element-arrangement patterns on the contrast ratio of the squares rather than on their light-
ness difference was taken as consistent with the hypothesis that segregation is based on the 
differential stirnulation of spatial frequency channels (i.e. simple cell like mechanisms). Ex-
periment. 4 investigated how the perceived segregation of red ancl blue element-arrangement 
]mtt.ems varied as a function of lurninance contrast ra.t.io of the squares. It should be noted 
that chrornatie contrast ratios were not explicit.ly manipulated and are not addressed in 
the present study. 
Method 
'I'hc patterns consisted of 16 rows and columns of squares. 'I'here we1'l~ 6 background 
lurninances: 0.1, 0.5, 1.5, :1.0, 5.0, a.nd 7.5 ft.-L. 'l'he Jurninance of the blue sqmnes was 
fixed at 1.0 ft.-L. while the lurninances of the red squares were chosen so a.s to produce 
the desired contrast ratios for the different backgrouncls2 There were 5 contrast ratios 
of the reel squares to the blue squares: 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 4.0, and 6.0. '1'<1ble 2 shows the 
lmninance values of the red squares for the cli!Ferent background luminances and contrast 
ratios. Since the cornbination of a contrast ratio of G.O with a background of 7.5 ft.-L. 
was not attainable with the monitor used, the total number of stimuli was 29. There are 
Lwo conditions with background luminance below the lurninances of the squares (0.1 and 
0.5 ft.-L.), one condition with the background lurninance in between (1.5 ft.-L.) and three 
conditions with the background above (:.l.O, 5.0 and 7.5 ft.-L.). Six subjects participated in 
the experirnent. 
ll.csul/;s and D'iscu .. os'ion 
2 Contrast was ddlnecl as the lurninance of a square rninus t.he baekground luminance divided by the 
ba.ekgrouJl(l ltlrnina.nce. 
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Table 2: Stimuli used in Experiment 4. The blue squares were fixed at 1.0 ft.-1. The 
luminances of the ned squares are presented as a function of contrast ratio of the reel and 
blue squares and of the back~round luminance. Note that a back~round lurninance of 7.5 
fc.-L. with a contrast ratio of 6.0 was not presented. 
The result;; of Experirnent 4 are plotted as a function of contmst ratio of the squares in 
Figure 10'3 The different curves correspond to different back~round lurninances. It should 
be noted that while the results of Experiment 4 are discussed in terms of the luminance of 
the back~round (i.e., the interspace and surround luminances are the same), Experiment 
:J revealed that it is the interspace re~ion tha.t is critical in deterrninin~ se~re~ation. The 
main effect;; of contrast ratio [F (4,20) '= 8:l.74, p <.01] and background luminance [F (4,20) 
= 24.:l:l, p <0.01] were si~nilicant1 . Perceived segre~ation was a ne~atively acc:elemted 
function of contrast ratio for all condition~ includin~ when the back~rounclluminance (1.5 
ft.-L.) was between Uw lurninances of the squares. It should be noted that si~n of contrast 
i0 a ~a.lient. vMia.ble with achromatic element-arrangement patterns. Perceived se~re~ation 
is unifonnly stron~ wlwn the luminance of the background is between the luminances of the 
squares and decreases only when the bac:k~round lurninance is very close to the luminances 
of the squares (Beck, Sutter, and lvry, 1987; Heck, Graham, and Sutter, 1991). However, 
with reel and blue demcnt-arrangernent patterns the hue cLifference appeared to mask the 
sign of contrast, variable. 
Figure 10 also shows that perceived se~re~<1tion decreased with inc:reasin~ luminance 
of the back~round The decrease in percc,ived segre~ation with increasin~ luminance of 
the bac:k~round was sirnilar for the different contra~t ratios of the red and blue squares. 
'I'he interaction of the contrast ratio with the back~rouncl luminance was not si~nificant 
[F(1G,80) = 1.41, p >0.05]. Unlike with achromatic patterns, perceived scgre~ation was 
stron~ with low int.ensity backgrounds (0.1 and 0.5 ft.-L.), a.ncl was not a single valued 
function of contrast ratio when the background lurninance wa~ close to the luminance of 
:3'T'he contrast ratios v.,rhen the background lurninance is 1.5 and the luminance of the reel square is 
greatt~r than 1 are nt~gat;ive. The absolute valut~ of the <'.ont.rasL ratio was taken in plotting the data. 
4 Jn order to ha.nclle the Inissing observation corresponding to a background lurnina.nce of 7.5 ft.-L. and 
contrast ratio of 6.0 (see Table 2)) the results for the 7.5 ft.-L. background were omitted frorn the. repeated 
rneasures design analysis. 
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Table :l: Stimuli used in Experiment 4. The blue squares were fixed at 1.0 ft.- L. The ratios 
of the background luminance to the luminance of the red squares are indicated as a function 
of the contrast ratio of the red and blue squares and of the background luminance. Note 
that one of the condition:; was not used. 
the squares. With red and blue element-arrangement patterns, perceived segregation is 
a function of background intensity and not of background contrast as with achromatic 
element-arrangement patterns. These differences suggest that the mechanisms underly-
ing t,be effects of interspace luminance on the perceived segregation of red and blue and 
ac:hrornatic: clernent-arrangernent patterns differ. 
For backgrounds of :l.O, 5.0 and 7.5 ft.- L. the rnean perceived segregation ratings duster 
together. One possible explanation is in terms of the ratio of the background luminance 
to the lurninanc:e of the red squares. Experirnent :l showed that the interference of high 
intensity interspace;; depends on the ratio of the luminances of tlw interspace:; and squares 
and increased as this ratio became greater (red and blue squares were always of the same 
lurninance). ln Experiment 4 when the background luminance was above that of the squares 
the ratio of Lhc background luminance to the blue squares was alway::; greater than the ratio 
of the background lurninance to the red squares. If the l.mckground luminance inhibits the 
hue difFerence signal, perceived segregation would be expected to he largely controlled by 
the ratio of the-~ background luminance to the luminance of the red squares. Table :_l shows 
the ratio of the background lu.rninance to the lurninance of the red squares. When the 
background luminance was :l.O, 5.0, and 7.5 ft.-L., the lurninance ratios are either very 
sirnilar or large. Large lurninance ratios abolish perceived segregation irrespective of their 
specific values. Perceived segregation would, therefore, be expected to be similar if the 
lurnimwce ratio of the background to the lurninance of the red square strongly affected 
perceived segregation. 
EXPERIMENT 5: DETECTION OF A CHECKERBOARD AND 
MISALIGNED ODD ELEMENT 
'fbe purpose of Experiment 5 was two-fold. First, we sought to confirm the effect 
of background lurninanc:e on perceived segregation by employing a detection paradigm, 
thereby showing that our results arc not dependent on a rating procedure. Second, we 
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investigated whether the effect of the background luminance affected segregation based on 
edge alignment. Figure 11 illustrates the paradigm used. The patterns were composed of 
"tiles", each of which was a. 5 x 5 arrangement of red and blue squares. The squares in each 
of the tiles composing a. pattern were a.na.nged in either red and blue stripes or in a. red 
a.nd blue checkerboard (Figure JJA). A subject's task was to determine whether a pattern 
was uniform or contained an "odd" tile. Uniforrn patterns contained tiles only with stripes 
(Figure 1113), while pattems containing an odd tile were composed of tiles with stripes 
and a single checkerboard tile (Figure 11 C) or a. single tile defined by misalignment of the 
individual squares (Figure llD). 
Since a high luminance background strongly interferes with perceived segregation of a 
striped and checkerboard element-arrangement pattern, we expected that the detection of 
a checkerboard tile in a pattern of striped tiles would be greatly impaired with a white 
background. We also expected that the detection of a. check(~rboard tile with a black back-
ground would be very good since perceived segregation with a low lurninance background 
is strong. We did not expect the luminance of the background to affect the detection of 
a rnisaligned tile since detection depends on the degree of misalignment and the contrast 
of the squares. Contrast is high for both black and white background:; making the task 
depend mainly on the amount of misalignment and not on the direction of the contrast. 
Method 
'I'he lurninances of the red and blue squares were 1.0 ft.-L. 'I'he viewing distance was 
set at 258 ern ( l pixel su btended 0.4 arcrnin) in order that an odd tile did not appear at 
an eccentricity of rnore than 2 degrees. At this viewing distance, a. pixel subtendecl 0.1 
arcrnin. 'I'he red ;wd blue squares were 14 x 14 pixels. The edge-to-edge dista.nce between 
:;quare:; within a tile was 14 pixels; the distance between tiles was 20 pixels. There were 
three odd tiles: (1) a checkerboard tile; (2) a tile with a :;mall random rnisalignment of 
the squares, and (:l) a. tile with a. large random rnisaligmnent of the :;quares. The squares 
were misaligned in both the vertical and horizontal directions. For the srna.ll rnisalignment 
condition, randorn vertical and horizontal displacements of each square were selected from 
the range [-2 to :l] pixels. For the large rnisalignrncnt condition, randorn vertical a.nd 
horizontal clispla.cerncmts of each square were :;elected from the range [-:l to 4] pixels. 
'I'herc were 6 experimental conditions: 2 background luminances, 0.01 ft.-L. (black) 
and 19.8 ft.-L. (white), and :J tile types (checkerboard, small misalignment, and large 
rnisa.lignrnent). An experimental :;e:;sion con:;i:;ted of 6 blocks of M trials each. A single 
type of odd tile w;\.s presented in each block. Each tile type was presented in a random 
order in two blocks of trials. In each block, :32 uniforrn patterns (no-target) and :32 patterns 
with an odd tile (target) were presented. Of the :l2 no-target a.nd target patterns, 16 were 
on <\.black background and Hi on a. white background. A pattern consisted of 6 rows by 5 
columns of tiles. An odd tile never appeared in the outermost rows and colurnns. This left 
a.n inner rectangle of 12 positions (4 rows by :3 columns) for an odd tile. An odd tile also 
was never presented in each of the 4 comers of the inner rectangle. An odd tile could appear 
in any one of the 8 remaining positions. An odd tile was presented in the same position 
only after the tile was presented in all other possible positions. Each subject participated 
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Figure ll: Illustration of the detection paradigrn used in Experirnent 5. A) Vertical and 
checkerboard tiles. B) Uniform patterns containing only vertical tiles. C) "Odd" pattern 
containing a. checkerboard tile. D) "Odd" pattern containing a. misaligned tile. 
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in two experimental sessiom; yielding a total of 256 responses for each of the :l tile types. 
A trial was initiated by a subject pressing the space bar. A iix<ttion "X" appeared for 2 
seconds. 'I'he pattern was then flashed for 150 ms, <tfter which it was replaced by a mask. 
The mask was composed of one third black and two thirds white randomly chosen pixels 
and rernained on until the subject pressed one of two keys indicating "yes" (target present) 
or "no" (target not present). Responses taking more th<tn :l seconds were disc<trded and 
were very rare. The subjects were instructed to answer <ts quickly <ts possible while trying to 
avoid errors. Four subjects participated in the experiment. All subjects read instructions 
fully explaining the task by means of a set of exa.rnples shown on the screen and ran a 
practice block before beginning the experiment. The luminances were measured with a 
Tektronix .]652:3 light meter. 
Rc.m.lts o.nd Discuss£on 
The 4 graphs in Figure 12 present the results of the individual subjects. Each graph 
shows the d' scores for the :l tile types5. For each tile type, the first b<1r (filled) is for a 
black background, and the second bar (unfilled) is for a white background. The d' values 
for detecting a clwckerbo<trd odd tile were high with a black background and close to zero 
with a white background. On a. black background subjects had a. high hit rate and a 
low false ala.nn rate; on a. white background c:ubjects could not detect the tile and the 
number of bite; and false alarms were v<~ry sirnilar. 'I'Iw d' values for detecting an odd 
tile with a ;;rnall rnioa.lignrnent of the squares tended to be similm· on black and white 
backgrounds but was considerably larger for one subject on a. white background. For a 
large rnisalignment of the squares, the d' values for detecting the odd tile were similar on 
black a.nd white backgrounds for one subject and were ],\.rger on a white background for 
the other :l c;ubjects. 'I'wo repeated rneasurec; ANOVAS were conducted to statistically 
analyze the cla.ta. One test <:ornpa.recl the proportion of correct responses (hits pluo correct 
rejcctionc;) for the checkerboard and a. small rnisa.lignment tile conditions. 'I'he second test 
compared the proportion of correct responses for the checkerboard and a large misalignment 
tile conditionsG 'I'he background lurnina.nce x tile type interaction was highly significant 
in both tests, [F( 1 ,:1)=56.27, J! <0.01] and [F(l ,:3)= l 09.21, p <0.01], reopectively. 
The results show (a.) the detection of a checkerboard tile was extremely difficult on a 
white background, and easy on a black background, and (b) the detection of an odd tile 
based on the misalignment of the squares in a tile i:> not impaired by a white background. 
'I'he first finding corroborates previous findings that a white background interfered with the 
segregation of a checkerboard pattern from a striped pattern using a. detection paradigm 
instead of ratings. The :>econd finding shows that the detection of misalignment does not 
greatly depend on the direction of contrast. B<~ck, Rosenfc:ld, a,nci Ivry (1989) also found 
that the discrirnination of aline-like pattern of discrete elernent:; depends on edge alignment 
and edge length and not on contrast, if contrast is high enough (see their Experiment 5). 
5Proport.ions of hits and fa.lse-a.la.rms of 0 and 11 \Vere corrected to 1/2N and 1- l/2N 1 to avoid infinite 
values in computations. N is the number of trials used to obtain the proportions. 
6The proportions were transforrned using an a resin tra.nsforrnation 1 in order t.o make the variances more 
uniform. 
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Figure 12: Re;;ults of the 4 0ubjecto in Experirnent 5. 'I'he d' values a.re shown for detecting 
a. checkerboard tile (two leftrnost bars) and for deteeting snJ;r,ll (two rniddle bars) and 
large (two rightrnost b;ws) rni;;aligned tile:; with black and white background:;. For each 
tile condition the first bar (filled) corresponds to a black background, and the :;ec:ond bar 
(unfilled) to a white background. 'I'he subject in the top left had a. d' of zero for detecting 
a checkerboard tile on a white background. The subject in the lower left had a negatived' 
for detecting a checkerboard tile on a white background (more false alan.ns than hits). 
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The mechanisms underlying element-arrangement segregation and segregation based on 
the alignment of element edges differ (Beck, 199:3). Perceived segregation of element-
arnwgernent patterns does not depend on the processing of edges. In this respect it is 
of interest to note that the perceived segregation of element- arrangement patterns is not 
. . . 
aJfected by the misalignment of edges. Poulson (1988) has shown that ratings of perceived 
segregation did not differ when the elements composing an element-arrangement pattern 
were aligned squares, randomly rotated squares, cireles, or irregular blobs. 
EXPERIMENT 6: EFFECTS OF BINOCULAR DISPARITY 
The segregation of element-arrangement pattems composed of squares differing in lu-
- . - . 
rninance have been explained in terrns of complex (non-Fourier) spatial-frequency channels 
(Sutter, Beck, and Graham, 1989; Graham, Beck and Sutter, (HJ92). It is uncertain 
whether the effect of the background luminance on the perceived segregation of element-
arncngernent pattern~ i~ to be explained also in term~ of interactions among early corti-
cal filters or in terms of processes relating to smface representation and layout. He and 
N a.kayarna. ( 1994), for example, have proposed that texture ~egregation is based on higher 
order smfa.ce processing. To investigate this question we introduced cros:;ed disparities so 
that. the squares would be seen in front of the iuterspaces. This rnanipulation has little 
effect on the output:; of the eMiy (rnonocula.r) cortical filters but strongly affects surface 
repre:>en tation. 
Method 
'I'he procedure wa:; the sarne a:; in Experirnent:; 1 through 4 except as noted. The 
stereo patterns were cornposed of 12 row:; and columns of red and blue squares set at 
1.0 ft.-L. There were 4 experimental :;tirnuli: red and blue square~ in front of black and 
white backgrounds (crossed disparity), and red and blue squares in the sa.rne plane a.s the 
backgrounds (zero di~pa.rity). On both the black and white backgrounds, in the area to 
be occupied by the clerrwnt arrangement patterns, 100 green squares (1.0 ft.-L.) 9 pixels 
on <1. side were first randomly placed. 'I'he element arrangement pattern:; composed of red 
and blue :;quare~ 16 pixels on a side were dra.wn over the green ~quares. 'I'he edge to edge 
distances between the red and blue squares in the patterns were 12 pixels and edges of 
the green ~quares extending into the interspaces were visible. The gree.n squa.res were at 
zero disparity and served to provide enough edge-disparity information for the background 
to be perceived ~tably behind the red and blue :;quares in the crossed-disparity condition. 
The p;reen squares were present on both the crossed disparity and zero disparity stimuli. 
'I'he disparity was 14 arcrnin. 
'I'he four experirnental patterns were presented in two orders to each observer. The 
orders were chosen to facilitate detecting differences resulting from the zero disparity and 
crossed disparity eonditions, and frorn the black and white backgrounds. To maximize 
sensitivity to the effects of the depth differences, the stimuli were presented first in the order: 
white background zero disparity, white background crossed disp<l.rity, black background zero 
disparity, black background crossed disparity. To maximize sensitivity to the effects of the 
background luminance, the stirnuli were presented second in the order: white background 
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zero disparity, black background zero disparity, white background crossed disparity, black 
background crosoed dioparity. Subjects made 5 judgments of each of the stimuli presented 
in each of the two orders. 
The stereo images displayed on the Cln' monitor were viewed by means of a mirror 
stereoscope. Before rating the perceived segregation, a subject was asked to report whether 
the red and blue squares were seen in front of or in the oame plane as the background. 
A :3 second presentation tirne was chosen since it allowed subjects to be confident in both 
reporting the percf~ived depth and rating the perceived segregation. All subjects were given 
practice in viewing the stimuli through the mirror stereoscope and readily saw the squares 
in front of the background in the crossed disparity condition and in the same plane as the 
background in the zero disparity condition. Five subjects participated in the experiment. 
Rcsull:s and Discnssion 
In all trials all subjects reported seeing the squares in front of the background in the 
crossed disparity eonclitions and in the same plane as the background in the zero dispar· 
ity conditions. The ratings were sirniiM with the two presentation orders and the data 
pooled. Figure 1 :l presents both the ratingo of the individual subjects and the mean rat-
ings. Perceived 0egregation was strong when the background was black and weak when 
the background was white irrespective of the perceived depth of the squares. The effect 
of background lurninance was significant [F(l,4)=64.42, J! <lUll]. The disparity ma.nip-
tdation was also significant [F(1,4)=l:l.l0, p <0.05]. Seeing the red and blue squares in 
front of the black and white backgrounds improved perceived segregation. However, the 
ratings of perceived segrep;ation when the squares were seen in front of the black and white 
backgrounds were similar to the ratings with these backgrounds with zero disparity. In 
particular, the perceived segregation when the red and blue squares were seen in front of 
a white background is more similar to the ratings when the squares were seen in the same 
plane as the white backp;rouncl than when the squares were seen in the sarne plane as the 
black background. A white background strongly interferes with perceived segregation even 
when the reel and blue oquares a.rc ser;n in a plane located clearly in front of the background. 
He and Nakayama (1994) proposed that the surface representation not only inJluences 
perceived texture segregation, but that there is no direct influence frorn early filtering 
otages on texture segregation. 'T'hey suggcot tlmt changes in perceived segregation when 
perceived depth relations a.re cluwgccl by rnanipulating binocula.r disparity argue th<1t the 
rnechanisms of texture oegrega.tion depend on "higher level" surface representation pro-
cesseR since such rnanipulations affect the retinal image in only minor ways and do not 
grea.tly a.iTect the responses of early eortical mechanisn1o. Our results were that segregation 
is greatly irnp<eired even if the red and blue squa.rr~R a.re seen in front of a white background. 
'T'bis argues that the outputs from early cortica.l processes c<en in some instances control 
perceived texture segregation. It should be noted that seeing the squares in front of the 
background does not reorganize the percept in the s<erne way as in the displays of He <end 
Nakayama (HJ94), where as a. result of the change in the perceived depth relations amoda.l 
completion occurred. Amoda.l completion can be shown to also affect perceived segrega-
tion in elernent-a.rrangernent patterns. For example, high luminance white horizontal lines 
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irnpairs perceived segregation in an element-arrangement pattern (Heck, 1994). Our ob-
servations ;ue that if the white lines are seen in front of the squares perceived segregation 
greatly improves because of amodal completion. In the top striped region, one perceives 
the reel and blue squares a.s amodally completing behind the horizontal lines and perceived 
segregation is strong. Further experiments should be able to clarify the relative contribu-
tions of early cortical mechanisms and the processes of surface representation in effecting 
perceived segregation in element-arrangement patterns. 
DISCUSSION 
The interference of high lurninance interspaces with perceptually segregating the striped 
and checked regions is not directly explainable by spatial filtering mechanisms alone. Two 
kinds of explanation may be proposed. One explanation is in terrns of intracortical inhi-
bition. One possibility is that inhibitory mechanisms triggered by the luminance of the 
intcrspaces interferes with perceptual segregation. A second kind of explanation is that 
the luminance of the interspaces interferes with the grouping processes tha.t are involved 
in object and surfa.ce representations. The first explanation is suggested by the findings 
that: (a.) The int<erfercncc is to a la.rge extent a. function of the ratio of the luminances of 
the interspa.c:es to the squares (l~:xperirnents :.l and 4); (b) Perceived segregation increases 
with the contrast ratio of the squares (Experirncnt 4); (c) High intensity interspa.c:es inter-
fere with perceived segregation based on the arrangement of the square:-: but not based on 
the alignrnent of the squares (Experiment 5); and (d) Introducing binocular disparity so 
that the squares a.re seen in front of a. high inten:-:ity background fails to greatly improve 
perc:eived segregation (Experiment 6). Variable gain control rnecha.nisrns would rrra.kc the 
interference a. function of the ratio of the luminances of the interspaces a.ncl the squares. 
Also the:-:e mechanisms would rna.ke the difference in the responses of the cells a. function of 
the ratio of the contra:-:ts of the squares. The failure of the interspace luminance to affect 
judgrnents of a.ligmnent sugge:-:ts that the interference occurs before pattern elements are 
differentiated and grouped into objects and surfaces. 'I'Iris is also suggested by the failure 
of disparity which causes a. pattern to be seen in front of the interspa.ces to greatly reduce 
the interference. 'I'ogether these findings suggest that tire perceived segregation of element 
ana.ngernent patterns is prirnarily the result of the response of concentric and simple cell 
like rnecha.nisrns that are governed by light adaptation and intracortical inhibition. 
The interference of high luminance interspaces with perceived segregation in achromatic: 
clement. arra.ngernent patterns i:-: a function of contrast (Beck, Gra.ha.m, a.nd Sutter, 1991 ). 
That is, both high intensity (white) and low intensity (black) interspaccs impair perceived 
segregation. One explanation of perceived segregation in achromatic: element arrangement 
patterns is that con1plex cells that; respond to the lunrinance contrast between the squares 
and the interspaces inhibit the responses of the simple cells sensitive to the arrangement 
of the squares. To account for the differential effect of horizontal a.nd vertical interspaces 
reported by Beck (1994), inhibition needs to be stronger for orthogonally oriented complex 
cells than for complex cells with similar orientations to that of the simple cells. Burr, 
Monone, and Maffei (1981) and Morrone, Burr, and Maffei (!982) have proposed that 
con1plex cells inhibit sirnple cells whose preferred orientation is orthogonal to that of the 
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complex cells. Figure 14 illustra.tes the proposed interaction between eornplex cells and 
simple cells in achromatic: elernent anangement patterns. The two vertically oriented simple 
cells respond to the light and dark squares in the striped region while diagonally oriented 
simple cells (not shown) reopond to the diagonal columns of light and dark squares in 
the checkerboard region. The responses of the simple cells are inhibited by complex cells 
stimulated by the interspaces. The assumed greater inhibition of the orthogonally oriented 
. . 
complex cell is indicate by thicker lines and rninuses. 
luminance-ratio C9 (complex cell) 
+ + simple cells 
-v-
luminance-ratio 
(complex <eell) 
Figure 14: Interactions between ac:hrornatic: rnechanisrns assumed to account for the seg-
regation ol' aduornat.ic elernent-arra.ngernent patterns. Horizontally oriented mechanisms 
have stronger inhibition than similarly oriented rnec:hanisnrs, as indicated by the thicker 
lines and larger rninuses. 
The proposed explanation for achrornatic elenwnt-arrangernent pattern~ cau not be 
directly c,~xtended to chromatic patterns for two reasons. First, the explanation requires 
oriented receptive fields which have not been cornrnonly reported in the physiological liter-
ature. Researchers typically report that wavelength .selective cells have a center-surround 
organization. It .should be noted though that sirnple and cornplcx wavelength-selective 
cells have been, in sorne cases, reported in VI (Hubel and Wiesel, 1968; Michael, 1978a, 
1978b; Gouras and Kruger, 1979; Michael, 1979, 1981, 1985; Livingstone and Bubel, 1984; 
T.s'o a.ncl Gilbert, 1988; Ts'o, 1989). A second difficulty, however, is that the interference 
with c:hrornatic: pattems is a function of the luminance of the interspace.s and not of their 
contrast. High lurninanc:e (white) inter.spaces interfere with perceived .segregation but low 
luminance (black) intcrspaccs do not. Complex cells typically respond to contrast. 
An alternative explanation is possible in terms of a modified Type II blob cell reported 
by Ts'o and Gilbert (1988). A modified Type II has a color-opporwnt center and a broad-
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band inhibitory surround. Figure 15 shows how modified Type II cells respond to a vertical 
arrangement of squares: they are excited by the colored sqmnes in the center and inhibited 
in the surround by the background ··~···· assuming that their cell centers are of the size of 
individual squares. Since modified Type II cells a.re unoriented a.nd ca.n only respond to 
individual squares they cannot alone provide the basis for segregation. It is further assumed, 
then, that they provide inputs to oriented rnechanisms that can pick up the vertical and 
oblique arrangements of squares. High lnmimtnce backgrounds suppress the responses of 
modified Type I I cells. Since the oriented mechanisms depend on these cells to produce 
segregation, high lurninance backgrounds will diminish or abolish perceived segregation. 
Although no systematic study bas evaluated whether rnodified Type II cells respond to 
the ratio of center and surround activations, there is sorne evidence that the suppression 
depends on overall lurninance (Ts'o, 1991, personal communication). 
Q l~OIOl' OpJ)Oilt'llt {~CIIICI' 
~ inhibito1·y broadband smTonnd 
same spatial position 
' 
oriented mechanism 
Figme 15: Interactions between chrmnatic rnechanisn1s that potentially can account for 
the segregation of chrornatic clernent-arrangement patterns. Top: Modified Type II cells 
of 'I's'o and Gilbert (1988) and Ts'o (1989). Bottom: Display regions that genemte cell 
responses. Squares on left and right pMts of the) diagrarn code the same position in space. 
Left: Modified Type II cells are excited by individual squares and are inhibited by the 
background. Right: Oriented chrornatic rncchanisrns gather their inputs frorn modified 
type I I cells. 
'I'he explanation in terms of rnodified Type II cells does not directly account for the 
greater interference of hori"ontal intm·spaces with perceived segregation than of vertical 
interspaces. It is possible to interpret the scherne shown in Figure 15 in two different wa.ys. 
First, it is possible to interpret the oriented chrornatic mechanisms in terms of known cell 
types. For example, these could be oriented wavelength selective cells such as simple and 
complex cells. Another interpretation of the illustration in Figure 15 is in terms of more 
abstract grouping processes in which modified Type II cells would be part of the neural 
circuit that irnplernents the grouping of individual squares into oriented "lines" of elements. 
Perceived segregation due to the grouping of the squares based on hue requires further pro-
cessing in which the individual squares are cliJiewntiated from each other and the hues of 
the squares specified. In this interpretation horizontal lines might be expected to interfere 
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more with perceived segregation than vertical lines. However, one might expect in such 
a, case for the interference to disappear if the squares are seen in a different plane. This 
suggests that both factors may be involved in ways that are not presently understood. 
The observation that amodal completion improves perceptual segregation indicates that 
differences in object properties resulting from perceptual organization can give strong seg-
regation. This possibility would be a chromatic analog of the kind of linking described by 
Beck (198:3). 
Our experiments have used reel and blue squares. How well do our results generalize 
to other hues? On going experiments indicate that some chrornatic: element-arrangement 
patterns, e.g., yellow and green element-arrangement patterns, are like achromatic patterns 
rather than like the red ;wd blue pattern;; we studied. That is, perceived segregation is a 
function of the contnrst rather than of the inten;;ity of the inter;;paces. Yellow and green 
hues stimulate achrornatic as weli as chromatic mechanisms ;otrongly. We are investigating 
whether the relative activation of the chromatic and achromatic channel;; determine whether 
contra;;t or intensity is the relevant variable. 
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